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The brutal slayings of a string of her sufferers in big apple and a terrible try on her personal
lifestyles go away Hailey Dean down, yet no longer defeated. After a yearlong respite again
domestic within the Southland, former violent crimes prosecutor Hailey Dean eventually returns
to her condo within the sky overlooking Manhattan. Hailey's decided to rebuild a typical
existence and settle again into her starting to be perform as a therapist. yet in a twist of fate,
Hailey is of the same opinion to keep on with her center and struggle crime as soon as again,
this time in a brand new arena, in entrance of a camera! less than the new lighting fixtures of a
television studio, Hailey learns the television industry's Death on the D-List (Hailey Dean #2)
now not so glamorous. In fact, it really is downright deadly! Waning celebrities, all attractive
actresses, each a shining celebrity grew to become has-been now suffering to get off the D-List
and again into the limelight, meet with a bloody level go out . . . murder! Hailey's archenemy,
Lieutenant Ethan Kolker, the NYPD cop who hunted Hailey down for the murders of her
personal patients, now desires the earlier forgotten and reaches out for Hailey's support to
unravel the murders. In a race opposed to the clock, Hailey has no concept that television might
be murder! In best-selling author, attorney, and television character Nancy Grace's moment
Hailey Dean thriller, lifestyles on tv isn't any much less risky than lifestyles within the courtroom!
It is so fulfilling to learn books through authors who particularly comprehend their subjects, and
Nancy Grace tops that list. She used to be a prosecutor of perpetrators of violent crime in
internal urban Atlanta for over ten years. And, whereas doing so she racked up an ideal list –
virtually a hundred prosecutions and no trial losses. She later grew to become part of court
docket TV. this present day she's eagerly watched on theHLN exhibit Nancy Grace and the
syndicated application rapid Justice with Nancy Grace. On most sensible of all that she pens
excellent thrillers corresponding to Objection!, The 11th sufferer (the first Hailey Dean mystery)
and now demise at the D-LIST. With tales in response to her lifestyles studies every one novel
compels with truth and crackles with pleasure from web page 1 to the remaining paragraph.
dying at the D-LIST starts off with Hailey's go back to NYC and a sense that it really is as
though she had by no means left – feels similar to before, “Before of her favourite consumers
have been murdered by the hands of a guy who used to be her court docket adversary, Death
on the D-List (Hailey Dean #2) a guy who not just handed as an upstanding and hugely
profitable member of the Georgia nation Bar, yet prior to that, as an Death on the D-List (Hailey
Dean #2) Atlanta beat cop....” With these concepts in brain Hailey is asking ahead to
construction a quiet, common existence – as quiet because it should be for a therapist.
Nonetheless, prior to lengthy the urge to struggle crime takes over and she or he consents to do
it no longer on darkish streets yet in entrance of a tv camera. However, television appearances
flip lethal whilst former stars attempting to get off the scary D-List and again within the limelight
are murdered. it truly is as much as NYPD cop EthanKolker to resolve those murders, and he
wishes Hailey's help. put out of your mind the truth that Kolker as soon as hunted Hailey for
killing her personal patients. he is been attempting to make amends with flowers, goodies – all
of which she returned. yet not anything will get Hailey's realization like unsolved murders. With

loss of life at the D-LIST Nancy Grace has crafted a delicately plotted mystery that captures till
the ultimate page. - Gail Cooke
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